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This list includes all the research outputs produced by those Faculty of Arts staff who were either funded through the Centre in 2003, or were involved in a CCR project. Not all outputs here were directly funded by CCR, some were supported by the staff member’s School. It is anticipated that all these outputs, including those supported by CCR, will also be dual-listed by Schools in reporting their research outputs for the year.


Bitchener, John. (July 2003). Does ESL Student Writing Improve If We Provide Corrective Feedback? *Learning for an Unknown Future: Higher

Bitchener, John. (October 2003). To Correct or Not Correct ESL Student Writing. Marking Our Difference: Languages in Australian and New Zealand Universities, University of Melbourne.


Bitchener, John. (2003, 26 September). Are We Wasting Our Time Providing Corrective Feedback on Grammar Errors in ESL Writing? English Language Centre, Massey University, Albany.


Bitchener, John and Denise Cameron. (November 2003). Does Error Correction in ESL Student Writing Result in Improved Accuracy? International Conference on Language, Education and Diversity, University of Waikato.


de Freitas, Nancy. (July 2003). Between Hope and Desire: The Location of Home. International Conference on New Directions in the Humanities, University of the Aegean, Greece.

Two works on charcoal on Arches watercolour paper, from a series of concept drawings for the Weight of the Human Heart project. Invited group exhibition curated by Wendy Harsant.


Oil on canvas, 1.5x1m.


Grierson, Elizabeth. (July 2003). Transitions, Translations and Transformations: Communicative relationships in the creative arts as force for cultural and economic sustainability of local in a global context. International Conference on New Directions in the Humanities, University of the Aegean, Greece.


Harvey, Sharon. (April 2003). Let's be innovative! A critical engagement with contemporary constructions of research policy. New Zealand Political Studies Association Annual Conference, University of Auckland.


Strauss, Pat and JoAnn Walton. (November 2003). Three’s company: The supervisor, the language advisor and the EAL student. *International Conference on Language, Education and Diversity*, University of Waikato.
